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ABSTRACT 
Historic sites cannot stand alone. The order, hierarchy and 
narrative sequence of architecture can only survive when 
surrounding context exists. Often over time the urban fabric 
changes, leaving future generations unaware of the historic 
meaning of a disjointed site. By revealing the historic 
complexity of architecture as it was originally intended to func-
tion, we can develop juxtaposition of new and old orders which 
make old buildings both imply the original order and adapt to 
new urban fabric.
For instance, in Providence, Rhode Island you have 
Cathedral Square, located between Downtown and Upper South   
Providence, which was almost demolished by the government 
because of the new urban fabric created by the construction of 
the I-195 highway. This area has been redesigned many times, 
most recently by I.M.Pei, who attempted to create a “funnel” 
between two areas in order to make the square dominant in the 
downtown Weybosset community. This conversion has never 
been fully achieved The McVinney Auditorium, part of Pei’s 
design, entirely blocked the view towards the square from
the main road. A new project in this building must imply the 
historic importance of the Cathedral, continuing Pei’s intention 
and initiating new interventions.  
 A market designed for both automobiles and pedestrians will 
become a new reason for people to gather in this square, just 
as Pei’s proposed. People living in this area can buy fresh food 
from stalls and enjoy lunch and dinner in the restaurants during 
the daytime. Performance events will fill Cathedral Square with 
activity at night as well. Also, the market will remind citizens 
of the old foot-friendly path when pedestrians can easily go 
through the building to walk from one side to the other. The 
complete square will be activated again, restoring the original 
role of the Cathedral and creating a center once more for the 
neighborhood.
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Complication
Complexity
Complexity: The situation where a group of obviously related 
units connecting with each other and nature of the relationship 
is imperfectly known. 
Complication:  The situation where different parts combining 
intricately.
Revealing complexity doesn’t mean adding complication. 
Complexity is something difficult to separate, while complication 
is something difficult to analyze. 
By revealing complexity to the architecture, the hidden historical 
typology order can be implied and people will know what an 
important role the Cathedral played in the past.  
DEFINITION
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Wexner Center The urban grid of the city of Columbus and of the university are 
slightly different from each other. By emphasizing the tension 
of the competing grids, Peter Eisenman created an intersititial 
ambiguity that finds imitation in the actual building.
“The events of the past are not just a footnote, they are central 
to the transformation of the city today.” Daniel Liberskind once 
said. By adding the giant glass extension, the original order was 
interrupted and new order grew. The museum is going to be-
come the catalyst that turns the district intoa cultural center and 
a museum district. 
PRECEDENTS
Dresden’s Military History Museum
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My site is McVinney Auditorium in Cathedral Square. Cathedral 
Square is located in downtown Providence. The Cathedral of 
Saints Peter and Paul is the main building in the square. The 
square is the connection point between downtown Providence 
and Upper South Providence. 
It was the center of Providence and people used to gather here. 
Nowadays however there is no one walking in the square even 
during Sunday morning. All the buildings and trees surrounded 
have almost blocked the view. 
Some renovation projects were proposed to re-activate the 
square again. 
The Cathedral Square was not like that at the very beginning. 
During 1890s, the square was still a crossroad with a statue in 
the center. Pedestrians and cars were passing by the cathedral 
day and night. With the development of the city, the roads have 
become wider and wider and the area has become one of the 
busiest streets in Providence. 
But after World War II, the city changed. The dwindling textile 
industry and rising popularity of the automobile drew people 
out of downtown and into suburbs. And the planners believed 
that the only solution to that problem was to tear down the old 
buildings and replace them with modern architecture. 
During 1960s, when the Cathedral was in renovation, I.M.Pei, a 
famous modern architect, designed the whole Weybosset Hill 
area and changed the crossroads into a square. 
EXISTING SITE DOCUMENTATION
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1890
1950
The cathedral was located 
at the crossroads
The roads have become wider. 
1960
The Cathedral has been renovated.
Existing Site Documentation
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5
Interstate 195 has changed the area totally. 
The cathedral square was located in the center of the pedestri-
an-oriented urban fabric but the I-195 has interrupted the cir-
culation. So both sides of the square have separated from each 
other. There are only a few bridges connecting both areas now. 
I-195 was deconstructed in 2011 and created new possibility to 
connect downtown Providence and Jewelry District. Regional 
retail came back to the downtown with the development of 
Providence Place and more recently the traditional “main street” 
retail is returning to Downcity in the form of restaurants and 
independent shops. 
The charm of Downcity lies in the small plazas and incidental 
spaces that provide relief to the compact building form. West-
minster features these small but valuable spaces at Exchange 
Street and Snow street. Cathedral Square, which is now hidden, 
will return to its former prominence in the future. 
I-195 CONSTRUCTION
Existing Site Documentation
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No Mcvinney Auditorium yet. Cathedral was located 
at crossroads.
1952
• Photos from URI Environmental Data Center and RIGIS’s Profile
1962
Interstate 195 was constructed while land 
division was not changed.
1972
Small triangle block turned into a large 
square one. 
Before 1960s, both the I-195 and the Mcvinney Auditorium were 
not built yet. Two urban axes created a triangle area with the 
Cathedral located in it. After the highway construction, this area 
became bigger and bigger while the original axes disappeared. 
Existing Site Documentation
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1895
Before the highways, downtown Providence was an 
integrated, pedestrian oriented urban environment. 
1955
Interstate 195 cut the Jewelry District from the 
Downtown
• PROVIDENCE 2020. Report. Planning and Urban Design, SASAKI.
2010
Interstate 195 has resulted in an isolated urban land-
scape.
The I-195 not only cut the pedestrian routes to the Cathedral, 
but also weaken the connection between the downtown and the 
Upper South Providence. The doors facing to the highway have 
to be closed because that side was only for cars.  
Existing Site Documentation
28 29• PROVIDENCE 2020. Report. Planning and Urban Design, SASAKI.
Before 2011 After 2011
The I-195 was reconstructed in 2011. The city was trying to 
reconnect the downtown district to the west neighbourhoods 
these years. Although the roads along the highway became lon-
ger, the doors facing the roads still cannot be opened. 
Existing Site Documentation
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EXISTING BUILDING DOCUMENTATION
The McVinney Auditorium, which is located near the Cathedral, 
is quite important because it can both face to the highway and 
the square. However, the building has two entrances on both 
sides. The part facing to the square serves as offices while the 
other part facing to the highway serves as an auditorium. Two 
parts are almost separated from each other.
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Historic Sites with contexts Historic Sites without contexts
STATEMENT
By revealing the historic complexity of architecture as it was originally 
intended to function, we can develop juxtaposition of new and old orders 
which make old buildings both imply the original order and adapt to new 
urban fabric.
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Existing Building Documentation
Auditorium Offices
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Existing Building Documentation
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Funnel 
In I.M.Pei’s proposal(1963), Cathedral Square was considered as 
a “funnel” and “a pedestrian oasis”. 
However, these days, the building near the highway-McVinney 
Auditorium has totally blocked the connection between automo-
biles and pedestrians. It serves as a Christian events center and 
only a few people would come here for some reason.
Since the Cathedral was the highest building during that time, 
Pei considered the square can become “the heart of Weybosset 
Community”, architecturally enhanced by arcading of lower 
buildings along both Westminster Mall and Jackson walkways.
In addition, buildings surrounded have become higher and 
higher and the Cathedral is no longer the highest building in this 
area. 
Heart
PREVIOUS INTERVENTION
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I.M.PEI’s Proposal
• Weybosset Hill, Providence, Rhode Island. New York, 1963.
Current site plan
Pei was trying to build a square similar to European precedents. 
The main road, which has a strong axis, was meant to lead    
people directly to the square. 
However, there was no directional pull from downtown to the 
Cathedral. There is no reason for people to come and gather 
here. The square itself, is more like a starting point rather than a 
destination. 
Previous Intervention
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I.M.PEI’s Proposal
• Weybosset Hill, Providence, Rhode Island. New York, 1963.
Current Perspective
The height of the Cathedral was soon overpassed by highrise 
buildings in the downtown. The Cathedral can no longer 
dominate the whole area as an iconic building.
Previous Intervention
44 45• Weybosset Hill, Providence, Rhode Island. New York, 1963.
1890 Axes
Lucca Modena Rogensburg Vicenza
4 European squares in Pei’s Proposal
Area Development
1890s Pei’s Proposal 2018
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By comparing with a lot of church squares of the cities of 
Europe, I.M.Pei also proposed that Cathedral Square can serve 
“multiple purposes of urban life”, “a lively meeting place of com-
munity activities”. 
Comparison with European squares
Previous Intervention
46 47• Weybosset Hill, Providence, Rhode Island. New York, 1963.
1890 Axes
Lucca Modena Rogensburg Vicenza
4 European squares in Pei’s Proposal
Area Development
1890s Pei’s Proposal 2018
2018 Axes 1890 Access 2018 Access
3 Options
1890 Axis 2018 Axis Cathedral Axis
Cathedral Square
Permeation Division Route
3F
2F
1F
European Square1
European Square2
?
Section
Enclosed
Market Form
Semi-Open Open
Current plan:
Longitudinal Division
Weaken longitudinal connection Add Modular Soft Division Shift Soft Division Example
Cathedral cannot dominate the square although it looks simi-
lar with European Squares. The square is entirely open with no 
internal corner holding the space. Instead of staying here, the 
pedestrians would rather to go through it. 
Previous Intervention
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DEMOLITION PROPOSAL
Former Mayor Cianci recommended:
• To deck over I-95 and create a seven 
acre park to be called Westminster 
Gardens
• To reopen Cathedral Square to auto 
traffic, thereby reestablishing the his-
toric link between Downcity and West 
Broadway via Westminster Street.
• 
These strategies were for recreating the 
energy and vitality that many fondly 
recall from an earlier era, before design of 
the square by I.M.Pei in the 1960s.
With demolition of the McVinney Au-
ditorium, parcels adjacent to Cathedral 
Square would be available for construc-
tion of new buildings to further increase 
the energy level. 
2000
Westminster Crossing Proposal
Plater-Zyberk & Company proposed:
• Demolish the McVinney Auditorium 
and reconnect Westminster Street 
through Cathedral Square.
• Redesign Cathedral Square as a pub-
lic space which can be used for large 
gatherings or for parking cars.
• Restore the historic street pattern by 
establishing the diagonal connection 
of Weybosset Street to Westminster.
• Renovate or rebuild the public 
housing complex to provide a more 
pedestrian-friendly streetscape.
2004
Charette Report Recommendations
• CATHEDRAL SQUARE FEASIBILITY STUDY. Report. Accessed June 2007.
Providence Foundation proposed two 
schemes for this square. And both of 
them should be achieved by removing 
some surrounding buildings which recall 
collective memory of the plan before 
I.M.Pei’s proposal. 
2007
Cathedral Square Feasibility Study 
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PROGRAM
McVinney Auditorium is located at an important spot between 
the highway and the square, but It completely blocked the view 
towards the square from the highway. However, this should not 
be the reason to demolish it thoughtlessly. It has the potential to 
become a new successful market. 
This would accord with previous order, Pei’s proposal and future 
urban plan at the same time. 
52 53
Once we build a market in this auditorium, it will not only recall 
the memory of the busy crossroads in 1890s, but also achieve 
Pei’s goal to build a square for people to gather here.
Pedestrian flow in 1890s
Pedestrian flow in Pei’s proposal
Pedestrian flow now
Program
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In Providence 2020, Sasaki Architects proposed an elaborate 
urban design for five main areas in Providence. Although this 
proposal was created in 2006, Sasaki designed a long-term 
proposal including the current projects, Year 1 to 5 projects, Year 
6 to 10 projects and Year 11 to 15 projects. In this proposal, Sasaki 
predicted: “In the future, an urban grocery store will contribute a 
significant amenity for residents and students living in the area.”
Yet this grocery store has not been built.
2006 SASAKI PROPOSAL
Years 6 to 10
Private Lead
• Ongoing infill in Downcity and Jewelry District, including
South Street Station
• Ongoing redevelopment in Promenade
• Downcity grocery market
Public Lead
• Dean Street streetscape and intersection improvements
• Westminster Street and Cathedral Square
• New streets in former Interstate 195 ROW
• Harbor Landing Park (195 ROW)
• Claverick Square (195 ROW)
• Providence River pedestrian bridge
• Eddy Street underpass improvements
• Fox Point esplanade
• Acorn Street parks
• Promenade internal streets and streetscape
• Promenade business incubator
• Bus rapid transit system along transit spine
• PROVIDENCE 2020. Report. Planning and Urban Design, SASAKI.
Program
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<33
38-42
>49
Age Range
<33
38-42
>49
Age Range
Accessiblity Age Range
Easy to access by walking and bus Old people living nearby
• Kone, Justine, Lauren Payne-Riley, and PolicyMap Team. “GIS Mapping and Geographic Information System
Data.” PolicyMap. January 25, 2018. Accessed January 27, 2018. https://www.policymap.com/.
Land Use Population Density
Located between commercial and residen-
tial areas
Located between high and low popu-
lation density areas
Program
Pedestrian
5 min walk
RIPTA Bus
Most Frequent
Medium Frequent
Less Frequent
Least Frequent
Age Range
<33
-42
9
Commercial
Mixed Use
Residential
School/Business
High Density
Medium Density
Low Density
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Ownership Average Vehicles Per Household
Low ownership Very few cars owned by people living nearby
• Kone, Justine, Lauren Payne-Riley, and PolicyMap Team. “GIS Mapping and Geographic Information System
Data.” PolicyMap. January 25, 2018. Accessed January 27, 2018. https://www.policymap.com/.
Percent Families in Poverty Market Resources
High percentage people below poverty line Very few markets available
Almost no fresh food available
Program
Rent
Own
1.4 or less
Insufficient Data
0.13% or less
5.39%-11.29%
11.30%-22.09%
22.10% or more
Emergency Food Sources
Percentage of market accessibility per neighbourhood
0%
“Food Desert”: 1/4 mile from a market
<33%
34%-45%
46%-48%
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Firstly, it is a place easy to access by a large number of people. 
On the one hand, people can easily get here by walking or bus. 
On the other, with commercial and residential areas surrounding 
downtown Providence, it will  attract many people. 
Secondly, it is a place which needs a market. People living 
nearby barely have cars to go to markets far away because they 
are either too poor or they only rent their rooms here. With few 
emergency food resources around, people living here, mostly 
elderly, need a market for fresh food and exercise. 
Thirdly, the whole area still needs a community center. As the 
city has developed, the location of the Cathedral has changed 
from the crossroads of main roads to part of the square. When 
the I-195 cut the area ,it removed activation from the square. The 
Weybosset community lost its center gradually and it is the time 
to activate it again.   
Program
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Boston 
Public Market
Boston 
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Rotterdam 
MVRDV Markthal
Rome 
Trajan Market
London 
Borough Market
Program
Gather Space
Stalls
Program Precedents
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Similarities:
• Many entrances on different roads
• Stalls are at both sides while walkway in between
• At least one big space for people to gather
• Fluid circulation
Special characters:
• Quincy Market: A market in divided into 3 small ones in 3 buildings.
• MVRDV Markthal: Various sizes of stalls.
• Borough Market: avoid stalls facing to each other so that retailers won’t compete in price.
Program
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Boston 
Public Market
Boston 
Quincy Market
Rotterdam 
MVRDV Markthal
Rome 
Trajan Market
London 
Borough Market
Program
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Similarities:
• Higher space for people to gather
• Stalls on the both sides
Special characters:
• MVRDV Markthal: Apartments were on the both sides of the market and the building itself creates a community
• Trajan Market: Public space on different floors and people can see each other from different levels.
• Borough Market: Some rails are above the market which creates a canopy naturally.
Program
1/2“
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More open the market is, more stalls it have. More closed the 
market is, more gathering space it has. 
Functions:
Trading Hall: 
Delivery Bay, Inspection Area, 
Weigh in Area, Transaction Area
Gathering Space: 
Restaurants, Coffee Shop, Demo Kitchen
Storage: 
Ice, Light Freeze, Moderate Freeze, Severe Freeze, Dry
General Service: 
Porch, Lobby, Information Center, Lounge, Toilets, Event Place
Administration: 
Office, Conference room, Toilets
Basic Market Percentage
Program
Administration
General Service
Storage
Gathering Space
Market Stalls
Trading Hall
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Semi-Open Market
Artist’s Colony Market
Covered Market
Boston Quincy Market
Program
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Semi-Covered Market
Rotterdam Market Hall
Program
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As a new public market, during the daytime, the space can serve 
as a market and place for hanging out. At night, it can also serve 
as an event place. It can:
• create a safe, inviting public space in the community
• create a place where local citizens can interact easily
• create a setting where other community activities can take
place
• promote local entrepreneurs
• promote agriculture industry in the region
• Revitalize a local area or neighbourhood
Program
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Merchants
Program
Retailers
Consumers
Clerks
80 81• Nedic, Alonzo F. A Proposed Integrated Tourist Urban Market Center: Redevelopment of City of San Fernando 
Public Market in Pampanga. Master’s thesis, MAPUA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, August 2012. 133-48.
ProgramTrading Hall
Gathering Space
Storage
General Service
Administration
82 83• Nedic, Alonzo F. A Proposed Integrated Tourist Urban Market Center: Redevelopment of City of San Fernando 
Public Market in Pampanga. Master’s thesis, MAPUA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, August 2012. 133-48.
Program
Permanent Indoor Stalls
Temporary Seasonal Permanent
84 85
Total Net Area: 25875 SF
Total Required Area: 25875*1.3=33637.5 SF
Actual Area: 57443 SF
Total Area < Actual Area
Program
Seasonal Indoor Stalls
Temporary Stalls(Indoor/Outdoor)
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1. Respect for history
All the interventions should be based on historical typology. New order can give people hints about how this square was like in the 
past.
2. Respect for Pei’s Proposal
Although Pei’s proposal was never finished due to the I-195 construction, his intention about connecting two areas still makes sense 
nowadays. To use the vestigial order of his proposal, his goal should always be kept in mind.
3. Respect for future use
The Mcvinney Auditorium would be the start of the whole square because it will activate the square in a better way. Some future use 
of the area should also be considered so that the design can create new life cycle of space. 
FRAMEWORK FOR INTERVENTION
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DESIGN CONCEPT
Two entrances of the building are facing two directions.  To 
direct people to the Cathedral Square, only one direction 
should be emphasized. Three design concepts are proposed to 
strengthen this order. 
Two entraces
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1. Target
Design Concept
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2. Path
Design Concept
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3. Inside & Outside
Design Concept
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Design Concept
When the building was not located there, the axis of the area is 
the axis of the street. After the building construction, the new 
axis, which was defined by two entrances, was added. The axis 
of the Cathedral has never been changed. 
New interventions should be made according to the overlaid 
orders. The previous street axis can be revealed again so that 
1890 street axis
2018 building axis
Cathedral Axis
Blocked Penetration
people can understand how important the Cathedral was and 
the square can be activated again. 
The auditorium and the offices are in different buildings. In the 
daytime, only a few clerks can go inside the auditorium while no 
one can enter the offices at night. To attract people from both 
sides, the division between the two buildings should be removed 
to let pedestrians passing through. 
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REVEALING
URBAN COTEXT COMPLEXITY
OF HISTORIC SITES
Simin Chu
Fall 2017
Historic Sites with contexts Historic Sites without contexts
STATEMENT
By revealing the historic complexity of architecture as it was originally 
intended to function, we can develop juxtaposition of new and old orders 
which make old buildings both imply the original order and adapt to new 
urban fabric.
 2018
1890
Axis Access
Downtown
Upper South
Providence
Federal Hill
Cathedral Square Car routes
Pedestrian routes
I-195 highway construction
1890
1960
2018
Cathedral sqaure in Lucca, Italy
Cathedral sqaure in Modena, Italy
European Squares are more enclosed Providence Cathedral Square is more open Design Concept
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Design Concept
Strengthen the depth 
Show the direction
Rhythm change
Indicate the direction
Repetitive elements/Indicate the routes
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Current Plan: Longitudinal Division Weaken Longitudinal Connection Add Modular Soft Division
Design Concept
Add Modular Soft Division
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Seasonal open stalls are necessary in summer.
The market should be more closed in winter.
Food availability
Design Concept
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Current situation Cut through
Design Concept
Strengthen penetration Repetitive elements
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PLAN
110 111
SECTION
112 113
PERSPECTIVE
Previous Axonomy
114 115
Perspective
116 117
Perspective
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This report gave an elaborate plan for all the areas along the river, and downtown is one of them. It is also the reference of requirements of my thesis program. They
chose to build a grocery store in the downtown, but they never did.
6. Weybosset Hill, Providence, Rhode Island. New York, 1963.
This report is the original intention of I.M.Pei’s proposal in 1960s about circulation, building heights, function division, etc. The intention has never been achieved.
Analyzing what have changed after the project would be the keypoint of my thesis.
7. “Cathedral Square Feasibility Study.” Bradford Associates. Accessed December 14, 2017. http://www.bradfordassocri.com/pages/Projects/Detail.aspx?id=62.
In this report, Providence government would like to demolish many buildings around the Cathedral in order to make it stand out. People built them and people want
to demolish all of them right now. The analysis about changes, about both architecture and people, would be essential to my thesis.
8. IngridStromberg. “City of Providence Downtown and Knowledge District Framework Plan.” Global. May 30, 2014. Accessed December 14, 2017. http://per-
kinswill.com/work/city-providence-downtown-and-knowledge-district-framework-plan.
Perkinswill was also focusing on the development of the downtown and Jewelry District. After the reconstruction of both historic buildings and interstate highways,
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